ECOLINE HOSPITAL CARTS

The Pegasus Ecoline range provide a wide range of carts and trolleys with a variety of available accessories. The carts are solid, customisable and cost effective. By utilising a modular structure, we enable a quick reconfiguration of a standard cart into a different unique drawer configuration with dedicated colour coding on the handles or cart.

Ecoline is the ideal solution for your hospital supplies, consumables and medication management needs.

Ecoline drawers are compatible with any ISO 60-40 tray / basket. Most important, the position of drawers, trays and baskets can always be redefined.

Hygenic
Smooth and easy-to-clean surfaces
Drawers and tops can be removed for cleaning
Product specifications developed with the highest infection control standards

Cart sizes
Compatible with ISO standard modules sized 60x40cm and 30x40cm
Cart heights available: 1100mm, 985mm, 870mm, 760mm

Flexible
Three different drawer heights available: 5cm, 10cm, 20cm
Drawers configurations can be configured and modified without tools
Countless drawer-dividing possibilities, the compartments can be ideally adapted to the stored articles and the storage space can be optimised
Carts can be customised by adding various accessories

High visibility and well-organised
Full extension drawer: entire contents can be seen when drawer is pulled out

Easy to use
Soft self-closing drawers.
High-quality 125mm non-marking castors designed for easy and smooth cart operations
Easily mount accessory

Material
Powder-coated steel
Top plate and wall bumpers made of ABS plastic

Safety
Extended wheel base ensures the carts stability even when drawers are pulled out
Smooth-running castors. Front castors with individual brakes
All Ecoline carts are supplied with a key lock as a standard

1800 138 138 • info@nationalsurgical.com.au
PROCEDURE CARTS

ACCESSORIES

- WORKTOP & SIDE SHELF**
  - # CRTA-SLSHLF-R
    - Worktop: ABS 60x40cm
    - Stainless Steel 40x30cm

- WORKTOP GALLERY TOP
  - # CRTA-TOPPC-3ST
    - Worktop: ABS 60x40cm

- WORKING SURFACE
  - # CRTA-TOPPC-ST
    - Standard for procedure cart
    - Worktop: 60x40cm

- IV POLE
  - # CRTA-IVPOLE-NA
    - Height adjustable IV Pole
    - Max height: 188cm

- WORKTOP GALLERY TOP
  - # CRTA-TOPPC-3ST
    - Worktop: ABS 60x40cm
    - Stainless Steel 40x30cm

- WORKING SURFACE
  - # CRTA-TOPPC-ST
    - Standard for procedure cart
    - Worktop: 60x40cm

- COMBINATION LOCK
  - # CRTA-MK39/43ELK
    - Electronic Lock With four-digit user code

- KEY LOCK
  - provided as standard

- TILT-BIN HOLDER 2 WITH 10 BINS**
  - # CRTA-TILTBHLD-2
    - Tilt-Bin Holder for 2 Rows
    - Height above cart: 82.1cm
    - TILT-BIN-5 – White
    - Tilt-Bin cassettes/bins x 5 sections - white

- TILT-BIN HOLDER 3 WITH 14 BINS**
  - # CRTA-TILTBHLD-3
    - Tilt-Bin Holder for 3 Rows
    - Height above cart: 86cm
    - TILT-BIN-5 – White
    - Tilt-Bin cassettes/bins x 5 sections - white
    - TILT-BIN-4 – White
    - Tilt-Bin cassettes/bins x 4 sections - white

- OXYGEN CYLINDER HOLDER
  - # CRTA-OPC-2
    - Side Oxygen Cylinder holder with side rail
    - 45 x 125 x 403mm

- ALUMINIUM ACCESSORY RAIL
  - # CRTA-SRAIL-MM
    - For mounting various accessories on carts

- HAZARD BIN HOLDER
  - # CRTA-HA26-AL
    - Powder coated steel

- SIDE CATHETER BOX
  - # CRTA-CATH-BX
    - 10x10.2x45cm
    - Steel boxes with flexiglass panel

- GLOVE HOLDER
  - # CRTA-GLOVA
    - For holding disposable glove boxes 24x16.4x9.2cm

- TRIO GLOVE HOLDER
  - # CRTA-GLOVB-3
    - For holding 3 disposable glove boxes 24x16.4x9.2cm

- SIDE BASKET
  - # CRTA-SBASKET
    - Wire Side Basket
    - 44x16x19cm

- WASTE BASKET
  - # CRTA-WSBIN
    - Waste Basket, Large with holder 26x20x36.5cm, 10L

- PUSH HANDLE
  - # CRTA-SRAIL-MK/NM
    - Aluminium 40cm

- FOLDABLE FRAME
  - # CRTA-SFRAME-FL
    - For side shelf/side tray

** Indicates accessories included in accessory pack

* Note: Side shelf with gallery top is optional and should be ordered separately

** Other combinations of tilt bins available - 2/3/4/5/6 sections

M-39-PRO1

MULTIPLE DRAWER FRONTS CONFIGURATIONS

Drawer front configuration can be changed instantly without the use of tools i.e. single set of 10cm drawer can changed with 2 sets of 5cm drawers
**ACCESSORIES**

- **WORKTOP & SIDE SHELF**
  - Worktop: ABS 60x40cm
  - Stainless Steel 40x30cm

- **WORKTOP GALLERY TOP**
  - Worktop: ABS 60x40cm

- **WORKING SURFACE**
  - Standard for procedure cart
  - Worktop: 60x40cm

- **IV POLE**
  - Height adjustable IV Pole
  - Max height 188cm

- **COMBINATION LOCK**
  - Electronically Lock
  - With four-digit user code

- **COMBINATION LOCK**
  - CRTA-MK39/43ELK
  - Powder coated steel

- **GLOVE HOLDER**
  - CRTA-GLVBX
  - For holding 3 disposable glove boxes 24x16x9.2cm

- **SIDE CATHETER BOX**
  - CRTA-CATH-HLD
  - Steel boxes with flexiglass panel

- **SIDE BASKET**
  - CRTA-SBASKET
  - Wire Side Basket 44x16x19cm

- **HAZARD BIN HOLDER**
  - CRTA-HAZBIN
  - For holding disposable glove boxes 24x16x4.2cm

- **TRIO GLOVE HOLDER**
  - CRTA-GLOVBX-3
  - For holding disposable glove boxes 24x16x4.2cm

- **WASTE BASKET**
  - CRTA-WBSBN
  - Waste Basket, Large with Holder 26x20x36.5cm, 10L

- **FOLDABLE FRAME**
  - CRTA-SFRAME-FL
  - For side shelf/side tray

- **IV POLE**
  - CRTA-IVPOLE-NA
  - Height adjustable IV Pole
  - Max height 188cm

- **HAZARD BIN HOLDER**
  - CRTA-HAZBIN
  - Powder coated steel

- **TRIO GLOVE HOLDER**
  - CRTA-GLOVBX-3
  - For holding disposable glove boxes 24x16x4.2cm

- **SIDE BASKET**
  - CRTA-SBASKET
  - Wire Side Basket 44x16x19cm

- **HAZARD BIN HOLDER**
  - CRTA-HAZBIN
  - Powder coated steel

- **TRIO GLOVE HOLDER**
  - CRTA-GLOVBX-3
  - For holding disposable glove boxes 24x16x4.2cm

- **WASTE BASKET**
  - CRTA-WBSBN
  - Waste Basket, Large with Holder 26x20x36.5cm, 10L

- **FOLDABLE FRAME**
  - CRTA-SFRAME-FL
  - For side shelf/side tray

**MULTIPLE DRAWER FRONTS CONFIGURATIONS**

Drawer front configuration can be changed instantly without the use of tools i.e. single set of 10cm drawer can changed with 2 sets of 5cm drawers.

---

**MEDICATION CARTS**

- CRTA-M39-MED1
- CRTA-M43-MED2
- CRTA-M43-MED3

- **MULTIPLE DRAWER FRONTS**
- Configurations can be changed instantly without the use of tools i.e. single set of 10cm drawer can changed with 2 sets of 5cm drawers.

**ALUMINIUM ACCESSORY RAIL**
- CRTA-SRAIL-MM/M/MM
  - For mounting various accessories on carts

**HAZARD BIN HOLDER**
- CRTA-HAZBIN
- Powder coated steel

**SIDE CATHETER BOX**
- CRTA-CATH-HLD
- Steel boxes with flexiglass panel

**GLOVE HOLDER**
- CRTA-GLVBX
- For holding 3 disposable glove boxes 24x16x9.2cm

**TRIO GLOVE HOLDER**
- CRTA-GLOVBX-3
- For holding disposable glove boxes 24x16x4.2cm

**WASTE BASKET**
- CRTA-WBSBN
- Waste Basket, Large with Holder 26x20x36.5cm, 10L

**FOLDABLE FRAME**
- CRTA-SFRAME-FL
- For side shelf/side tray

**INDICATES ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN ACCESSORY PACK**

**NOTE:** Side shelf with gallery top is optional and should be ordered separately

**OTHER COMBINATIONS OF TILT BINS AVAILABLE:**
- 2/3/4/5/6 sections

---

**MEDICATION CARTS**

- CRTA-M39-MED1
- CRTA-M43-MED2

- **MULTIPLE DRAWER FRONTS**
- Configurations can be changed instantly without the use of tools i.e. single set of 10cm drawer can changed with 2 sets of 5cm drawers.

---

* Note: Side shelf with gallery top is optional and should be ordered separately

**Other combinations of tilt bins available: 2/3/4/5/6 sections**
ISOLATION CARTS

ACCESSORIES

- **WORKTOP & SIDE SHELF**
  - # CRTA-SLSHLF-R
  - Worktop: ABS 60x40 cm + Stainless Steel 40x30 cm

- **WORKTOP GALLERY TOP**
  - # CRTA-TOPPC-35T
  - Worktop: ABS 60x40 cm

- **WORKING SURFACE**
  - # CRTA-TOPPC-ST
  - Standard for procedure cart Worktop: 60x40 cm

- **COMBINATION LOCK**
  - # CRTA-MK39/43ELK
  - Electronic Lock with four-digit user code

**ACCESSORIES**

- **ALUMINIUM ACCESSORY RAIL**
  - # CRTA-SRAIL-MK
  - For mounting various accessories on carts

- **HAZARD BIN HOLDER**
  - # CRTA-HAZBIN-AL
  - Powder coated steel

- **GLOVE HOLDER**
  - # CRTA-GLOVBX
  - For holding disposable glove boxes 24x16.4x9.2 cm

- **TRIO GLOVE HOLDER**
  - # CRTA-GLOVBX-3
  - For holding disposable glove boxes 24x16.4x9.2 cm

- **SIDE BASKET**
  - # CRTA-SBASET
  - Wire Side Basket 44x16x19 cm

- **WASTE BASKET**
  - # CRTA-WBBIN
  - Waste Basket, Large with Holder 26x20x36.5 cm, 10L

- **PUSH HANDLE**
  - # CRTA-SRAIL-MK/N
  - Aluminium 40 cm (16”)

- **FOLDABLE FRAME**
  - # CRTA-SFRAME-FL
  - For side shelf/side tray

*Note: Side shelf with gallery top is optional and should be ordered separately

**MULTIPLE DRAWER FRONT CONFIGURATIONS**

Drawer front configuration can be changed instantly without the use of tools i.e. single set of 10 cm drawer can change with 2 sets of 5 cm drawers.
**Accessories**

- **Worktop & Side Shelf**
  - #CRTA-SLSHELF
  - Worktop: ABS 60x40cm
  - Stainless Steel 40x30cm

- **Worktop Gallery Top**
  - #CRTA-TOPPC-3GTT
  - Worktop: ABS 60x40cm

- **Working Surface**
  - #CRTA-TOPPC-ST
  - Standard for procedure cart
  - Worktop: 60x40cm

- **Combination Lock**
  - #CRTA-MK39/43ELK
  - Electronic Lock With four-digit user code

- **Tilt-Bin Holder 2 with 10 Bins**
  - #RVTTPRAIL-AL
  - Tilt-Bin Holder for 2 Rows
  - Height above cart: 62.1cm
  - TILT-BIN: 5 – White
  - Tilt-Bin cassettes/bins x 5 sections - white

- **Tilt-Bin Holder 3 with 14 Bins**
  - #CRTA-TLTHLD-3
  - Tilt-Bin Holder for 3 Rows
  - Height above cart: 86cm
  - TILT-BIN: 5 – White
  - Tilt-Bin cassettes/bins x 5 sections - white
  - TILT-BIN: 4 – White
  - Tilt-Bin cassettes/bins x 4 sections - white

- **Glove Holder**
  - #CRTA-GLOV
  - For holding disposable glove boxes 24x16, 4x9, 2cm

- **Trio Glove Holder**
  - #CRTA-GLOVBX-3
  - For holding 3 disposable glove boxes 24x16, 4x9, 2cm

- **Side Basket**
  - #CRTA-SBASKET
  - Wire Side Basket
  - 44x16x19cm

- **Waste Basket**
  - #CRTA-WSBIN
  - Waste Basket, Large with Holder 26x20x35.5cm, 10L

- **IV Pole**
  - # CRTA-IVPOLE-HA
  - Height adjustable IV Pole
  - Max height 188cm

- **Drawer front configuration can be changed instantly without the use of tools i.e. single set of 10cm drawer can changed with 2 sets of 5cm drawers**

- **Note**: Side shelf with gallery top is optional and should be ordered separately

- **Other combinations of tilt bins available - 2/3/4/5/6 sections**

---

### Indications

- Tilt-Bin Holder 2 with 10 Bins
- Tilt-Bin Holder 3 with 14 Bins
- IV Pole

- **Indicates accessories included in accessory pack**

---

### Dimensions

- M39-ANS1
  - 770 x 560 x 985mm

- M43-ANS2
  - 770 x 560 x 1100mm
EMERGENCY CARTS

ACCESSORIES

- **WORKTOP & SIDE SHELF**
  # CRTA-SLSHLF-R
  Worktop: ABS 60x40cm
  + Stainless Steel 40x30cm

- **WORKTOP GALLERY TOP**
  # CRTA-TOPPC-35GT
  Worktop: ABS 60x40cm

- **WORKING SURFACE**
  # CRTA-TOPPC-ST
  Standard for procedure cart
  Worktop: 60x40cm

- **SEAL LOCK**
  # CRTA-BRO-LOCK
  Breakaway/Seal Lock

- **IV POLE**
  # CRTA-IVPOLE-TE
  Height adjustable IV Pole
  Max height 188cm

- **CARDIAC BACKBOARD**
  # CRTA-CABBACK
  With hanging hooks
  Acrylic 51x44cm

- **DEFIBRILLATOR ARM**
  # CRTA-SDFARM
  Swivelling Defibrillator Arm
  Powder-coated steel

- **PUSH HANDLE**
  # CRTA-SRAIL-MK/NM
  Aluminium 40cm

- **ALUMINIUM ACCESSORY RAIL**
  # CRTA-SEAL-AL/NM
  For mounting various accessories on Carts

- **HAZARD BIN HOLDER**
  # CRTA-HAZB-HL
  Powder coated steel

- **GLOVE HOLDER**
  # CRTA-GVBX
  For holding disposable glove boxes 24x16.4x8.2cm

- **OXYGEN CYLINDER HOLDER**
  # V02 & VPR-2
  Side Oxygen Cylinder holder with side rail
  45 x 125 x 403mm

- **OXYGEN CYLINDER HOLDER**
  # V02 & VPR-2
  Side Oxygen Cylinder holder with side rail
  45 x 125 x 403mm

- **WASTE BASKET**
  # CRTA-WSBIN
  Waste Basket, Large with Holder 26x20x36.5cm, 10L

- **HAZARD BIN HOLDER**
  # CRTA-HAZB-HL
  Powder coated steel

- **WASTE BASKET**
  # CRTA-WSBIN
  Waste Basket, Large with Holder 26x20x36.5cm, 10L

**MULTIPLE DRAWER FRONTS CONFIGURATIONS**

Drawer front configuration can be changed instantly without the use of tools i.e. single set of 10cm drawer can changed with 2 sets of 5cm drawers.

**WORKTOP & SIDE SHELF**

- CRT-M39-EMR1
  770 x 560 x 870mm

- CRT-M43-EMR2
  770 x 560 x 1100mm

**Note:** oxygen tank holder supplied is different to one pictured here. See accessory page on left.

*Note: Side shelf with gallery top is optional and should be ordered separately.

**Indicates accessories included in accessory pack**
MOBILE WORKING STATION

Extremely large working surface
10 full sized 40x60cm drawers creating an extremely high storage capacity
Ideal for intensive care units, eliminate the need for fixed cabinetry in the room. The carts can be exchanged and cleaned in-between patients.

NARROW CARTS

Extremely light and manoeuvrable narrow cart
Equipped with 30x40cm dividable drawers/modules
Can be easily pulled/pushed between patient’s beds, around theatre, in small spaces, day surgeries
All drawer modules can be easily removed for cleaning purposes
Electronic and mechanical locking solutions are available.
Let NSC support you

What makes NSC different to our competitors to support you?
- A proudly Australian owned and founded company
- Combining 25 years of expertise in the healthcare industry
- Creating value for our customers beyond the product
- Working with our customers to offer specialised solutions
- Offering a large product range focused on cost effectiveness, patient care and productivity
- Low overheads allows us to provide cost savings to our customers compared to the multinationals
- Coordinated, whole company approach to every customer
- Establishing trust for long term customer relationships

Who are we?
National Surgical Corporation (NSC) is an import manufacturer in the healthcare industry, distributing surgical instruments, consumables, equipment and shelving all major hospitals and healthcare facilities throughout Australia. Our extensive product range can be used by all specialist disciplines and departments within a hospital, day surgery or specialist centre.

Let NSC support you and your department
Don’t be afraid to change, NSC will support and assist you throughout every step. NSC has an extensive training and inservicing material available and can tailor a program to meet your individual needs so that all personnel are aware of how the product operates. Switching to NSC can save you significantly and we can show you how!

Our range includes

NSC has a range of shelving and storage solutions including chrome wire shelving, trolleys, compactors, high density storage, carts and height adjustable tables.
Contact us to arrange a site visit today to discuss your needs

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Phone: 1800 138 138 (free call)
Fax: 1800 138 140 (free fax)
info@nationalsurgical.com.au
www.nationalsurgical.com.au

Contact your National Surgical Corporation
Account Manager for more information

A proudly founded and owned Australian company - providing value to our customers beyond the product